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Front cover illustration © Eden Cooke, from Dream Rescuers
Back cover illustration © Amélie Dubois, from Nothing at All!
We gratefully acknowledge for their financial support of our publishing program
the Canada Council for the Arts, the BC Arts Council, and the Government of Canada.
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www.simplyreadbooks.com

 
Our approach to illustrated children’s books follows
the finest publishing tradition and spirit with
inspired content, extraordinary artwork, outstanding
graphic design form, and quality production.
We introduce contemporary books with a modern
appeal and fresh outlook, and offer a careful selection
of timeless stories that link the past with the present.

www.simplyreadbooks.com
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for Iris

  

new title
 Ages 3 to 7
32 pages
9.25” x 9.75”

Trade Cloth
ISBN: 9781772290523

Rights: World
$17.95 US | $22.95 Can

HeLebedovich
brought
 Lisa
lives init to
Vancouver, Canada and
loves writing, drawing and
creating wild-limbed dance
routines to impress her
daughter Iris. Her fears
include bugs that fly into
her hair, making exact
change at the store when
there’s someone waiting
behind her, and food from
the floor sticking to her
socks. Aside from this, she
believes that most good
things in life come from
facing your fears and doing
things that scare you a little.

the park.

T U
Written & Illustrated by Lisa Lebedovich

O

2020-06-29 9:52 AM

ne day Sebastian wakes up to find a little grey
raincloud floating above his head. Afraid of
getting wet, he carries a big umbrella everywhere he
goes. Sure, the umbrella keeps him safe and dry (and
ensures he never has to share a seat on the school bus)
but it also makes it hard for him to play games, meet
new friends and watch his favourite show. Where did
the raincloud come from? And, more importantly, will
To take his dog for a walk,
it ever go away?
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new title
 Ages 4 to 8
32 pages
9” x 9”

Trade Cloth

$16.95 U.S. / Higher in Canada

NO T H IN G
AT

ISBN: 9781772290271

ALL!

Rights: World
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can
Marie-Hélène Jarry
Amélie Dubois

The garden smells like lavender
and cut grass.
of dandelion fluff lands on my nose.
It makes me sneeze.

ISBN 9781772290271

51695 >

9 781772 290271

 Marie-Hélène Jarry was
born in Montréal, where
she still lives. Nicknamed
the “Intellectual Who
Reads” when she was young,
she has tried to do justice
to this name by studying
literature and working
in translation. She has
published a number of
books for children. She
loves to explore the world’s
many mysteries and focuses
on the brighter side of life.

www.simplyreadbooks.com

mplyreadbooks.com

N  A

2020-07-16 9:37 PM

Written by Marie-Hélène Jarry  Illustrated by Amélie Dubois
Daddy would like me to be busy from morning to night.
But today, doing nothing
is exactly what I want to do!

C

lara is tired of her hectic schedule. All she wants
to do is listen to the wind, count the clouds, and
get lost in the magic of doing nothing. Why won’t her
dad understand? Nothing at All! is an ode to the joys and
wonders that can come from slowing down and living in
the moment.
 Amélie Dubois is an illustrator who worked previously
in animation and visual effects. Originally from
Montréal, she now lives in Mauricie with her dog Lulu,
where she creates her art from her studio. Her book The
Trouble of Sophie-Fourire received honorary mention from
the Trois-Riviere Book Fair.

www.simplyreadbooks.com
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new title
 Ages 4 to 8
44 pages
10” x 8”

Trade Cloth
Rights: World

$16.95 US | $21.95 Can
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 Chelsea O’Byrne is an
illustrator living and
working in Vancouver,
Written by George M. Johnson  Illustrated by Chelsea O’Byrne
BC. She loves to spend
rainy days drawing indoors
The mountains get smaller, smaller, smaller,
and sunny days playing
and then they disappear.
outside. Just like Marisa,
Yes, Marisa is glad to leave those mountains.
Chelsea’s family comes from
Marisa’s older brother Harry likes to hike
Saskatchewan and she has
arisa lives in the mountains—and she does not
with the
his journey
friends fr
inom
what
Mom
made
the he calls hills. But
like them. Although they are fun to bike or
worries about
and cougars, and so Marisa
mountains
to thebears
prairies
toboggan down, they are such a pain to climb back up.
doestimes
not go.
Not them.
that she wants to
anyway.
many
to visit
They
cast long shadows, and swallow the sun in the
evening before playing time is done. So, when it’s time
She would rather
ride her
her cousin in the flat prairies, Marisa can’t
to visit
bicycle by herself,
wait.soaring
She won’t miss the mountains—not even a little.
But is she sure...?

M
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 George M. Johnson is
from Ontario, and moved
n they disappear.
in
Marisa is glad to leaveto
the Kamloops,
steep mountains forBC,
flat
elds that shimmer in the sun and ripple in the
1991,
where
everything
Will she fall in love with the prairies, or realize that
ce is special in its own
irreplaceable
way? at first. He
seemed
tilty
still lives there, happily
surrounded by mountains,
and teaches at Thompson
Rivers University. He is an
award-winning writer of
literary criticism, plays, and
screenplays, and believes in
the power of literature to
create empathy.

johnson • o’byrne

ISBN: 9781927018910

sa and her family drive from their mountain home
amily in Saskatchewan, the mountains get

www.simplyreadbooks.com

  

new title
 Ages 4 and 8
32 pages
9” x 12”

Trade Cloth
ISBN: 9781772290448

Rights: World

A W S
Written & Illustrated by Laura Orsolini
We have a secret.
I can’t say it out loud.
But I can whisper it in your ear...

Francesco,
d into our lives.
a Orsolini
om looks for a bit more of time and a bit more

M

of space. What does she need them for? This
is secret, one she cannot say out loud but just softly
whisper. Luckily everybody from Dad to the busy Mr.
Time, including the sturdy House Maker and the old
Mrs.
Earth,
finds
Mom’s
secret absolutely wonderful
“Something
is still
missing,”
said Mom,
thoughtfully.
and is more than happy to assist her! With their help,
“I think I know,”
Builder, space are finally found and
enough
timewinked
and the
enough
who added a final touch.
Mom’s secret can be revealed! And it is… a new baby!

And that wonderful secret was…

$17.95 US | $22.95 Can

 Laura Orsolini is a
children’s book author
and illustrator born in
Rome. She has lived many
years in Asia and she is
currently based in her
hometown. Her books have
been published in various
countries, and samples
of her artwork have been
selected for different
international exhibitions
including the Illustrators
Exhibition at the Bologna
Children’s book Fair.
 Also available from
Laura Orsolini:
Maddalena
Published in 2016
Trade cloth
ISBN 9781772290073
Rights: World
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

Read Books • www.simplyreadbooks.com
tions © 2020 Laura Orsolini

be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any
pying, recording or otherwise, without the written permission of the
er and does not assume any responsibility for author or third-party
es or their content.

anada cataloguing in publication

ul secret / by Laura Orsolini.
ni, Laura, author, illustrator.
294903 | ISBN 9781772290448 (hardcover)
O657 Won 2021 | DDC j823/.92—dc23

eir financial support of our publishing program
BC Arts Council, and the Government of Canada.

a • Book design by Heather Lohnes

987654321

www.simplyreadbooks.com
“This is just the home we wanted! Thank you
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new title
 Ages 3 to 7
40 pages
8” x 8”
Vanya Nastanlieva

Trade Cloth
ISBN: 9781927018972

Rights: World
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

Mo wanted to be

scary.

 Vanya Nastanlieva is a
So he askedfreelance
Beau to teachillustrator
him how.
from
Bulgaria. She studied
Textiles and Fashion before
getting a BA in Book and
Graphic Design from
The National Academy
of Art in Sofia, Bulgaria.
She received her MA in
Children’s Book Illustration
from Cambridge School
of Art, England. One
of her final projects was
highly commended in
the Macmillan Prize for
Children’s Book Illustration
2011. Her work includes
The New Arrival, and Mo and
Beau. She currently lives in
Cambridge, England.
Very, very scary.

MO
and

MO
BEAU 2
and

Simply Read Books

51595 >

.niaga daeh sih koohs uaeB
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to roar lik

hard work

as Mo lea

be scared

Vanya Nastanlieva

www.simp

M  B 2
Written & Illustrated by Vanya Nastanlieva
Mo wanted to be scary.
Very, very scary.
So he asked Beau to teach him how.

L

mo_2_vf_singlepages_2020.indd 9

sca
like his fr

their seco

ittle mouse Mo wants to be scary like his friend
big
Beau.
Beau shows him how to make his
N
“ Beau
So bear
he, o
asked
eyebrows.
He
shows
to iteach
l tonhim how.him how to make his ears. He
” ! ta h t ek
shows him how to roar like a bear. Being scary is hard
work! Join these two adorable characters on their
second read-aloud adventure as Mo learns that even
big bears can be scared, and little mice can be scary.

8

Little mou

Join these

BEAU 2

9781927018972
$15.95 U.S Higher in Canada
ISBN
9781927018972

9 781927 018972

Scared SCARY!

www.simplyreadbooks.com

2020-06-26 1:31 PM

  

new title
 Ages 5 and up
24 pages
9.25” x 12.25”

Trade Cloth
SOLMINIHAC

ISBN: 9781772290400

Rights: English NA

|

$17.95 US | $22.95 Can

POULIN

 Olivier de Solminihac was
born in Lille and lives in
Dunkirk, France. To write
his children’s books he
prefers to take the road
to far away places where
everything is strange and
surprising. In another
life he might prefer to be
an anthropologist. He’s
the author of more than a
dozen children’s books as
well as novels and poetry
for grown ups.

Olivier de Solminihac
Stéphane Poulin

SIMPLY READ BOOKS

ut... “What now? We can’t swim,” I say to Michao.
T S  F
 have
Stéphane
Poulin
“We can’t play ball. We don’t
buckets
for is
aa
2020-05-27 3:53 PM

Written by Olivier de Solminihac  Illustrated by Stéphane Poulin

Canadian children’s book
sandcastle. I don’t know what to do!”

It’s a beautiful summer day.
Michao is driving us to the beach. We can’t wait!
Who will see the sea first?

A

book that will make us reminisce about summers
past and dream all winter of a great summer in
2021. When Michao and his friends arrive at the beach
for a day trip, they open the car trunk to find...nothing.
Michao forgot to pack their swimsuits and all the beach
toys! But there’s still a way to have fun: using their
imagination to build a ship and sail it far, far away.

www.simplyreadbooks.com

author and illustrator. In
1984, as he was completing
his studies in graphic
arts at College Ahuntsic,
he won first prize for
children’s illustration in the
Communication-Jeunesse
contest. Stéphane still
resides in Montreal, where
he divides his time between
illustrating and pillow
fighting with his family.
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picture books l

new title
b Ages 4 to 8
48 pages
9.75” x 9.25”

Carolina Marín Londoño

Trade Cloth
ISBN: 9781772290615

Rights: World
$17.95 US | $22.95 Can

d Carolina Marín Londoño
is a freelance graphic
designer and illustrator
born in Medellin,
Colombia. She currently
lives in Buenos Aires,
where she received a
PGD in Children’s and
Youth Literature at the
San Martín University
(UNSAM). Carolina
uses watercolor, gouache,
acrylics, and pencils to
tell stories that convey
emotions which are
intended to leave a lasting
impact on viewers. Her
work has been published in
different print and editorial
media in Colombia,
Argentina, and Brazil

Under a Melody
Written & Illustrated by Carolina Marín Londoño
Under a melody, everything is possible.
There are no borders, and no limits
to where our curiosity can take us.

N

ew worlds make way to the curious who cross
boundaries; in them we transform, feel, live,
flow…This wordless picture book follows the journey
of six characters who advance across the borders of
fantastic worlds, each one filled with wonders that
invite you to play, imagine and discover new stories.
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new title

Help Wanted

it. She
Agesturned
7 to the
11 bend. A tall building jutted
high
the sky. It was grey, the same color
88into
pages
9”
as 6”
thexclouds,
making it almost seem invisi-

Cloth
ble.Trade
The only
thing that glimmered was a tiny
ISBN:
gold
sign,9781927018927
which read, Department of Dream

Rights: World
Rescue.
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

D R
Written by Jennifer Lloyd  Illustrated by Eden Cooke

C

loud 98’s Department of Dream Rescue has job
openings. It needs brand-new Dream Rescuers
to slide down to different parts of the world to solve
children’s nightmares. Ruby, a failed Tooth Fairy, is
eager for work. Ralph, a rambunctious reindeer, and
Mighty, a tiny Super Hero, also need a fresh start.
Will they be able to work together as a team? Will they
be able to battle a dragon, letting a young girl from
London, England, finally sleep?

www.simplyreadbooks.com

 Jennifer Lloyd is the
She looked up at the gigantic, unfamiliar
author
of several children’s
building. Her hand trembled as she grasped
books, including the
the door handle. So many questions filled her
Murilla Gorilla book series.
When she is not at her
writing desk, she works
5
as a kindergarten
teacher
in Blainville, Québec.
Visit pages 24 & 30 for more of
Jennifer Lloyd's books.
 Eden Cooke is an artist,
illustrator and comic
book creator based in
rainy Vancouver, BC. Her
work is built up of scraps
of story, coincidence
and overlooked magic.
Incapable of confining
herself to one medium,
she experiments in
ceramic, paper, digital and
various other techniques to
portray her imagery.
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new title
The

ERRAND This graphic novel series weaves the dark, fantastical,
by Leo LaFleur &
Adam Oehlers
 Ages 8 to 12
76 pages
7.5” x 10.5”

Trade Cloth

fable-like story of an errand boy working in a magical
world, told with hauntingly beautiful illustrations.


The Errand

series now
available in
ebook format

The

ERRAND

ISBN: 9781772290509

Rights: World

The Queen

$17.95 US | $22.95 Can

 Leo LaFleur writes short
stories, poems, novels,
and songs. He studied
English, Philosophy, and
Great Books at St. Thomas
University and has been
published in literary
magazines throughout
North America, as well as
nominated for multiple
music-related awards.
He lives in Saint John,
New Brunswick, where
he finds a great deal of
inspiration in nature and
the surrounding forests.

Leo LaFleur & Adam Oehlers
VOLU M E 3

T E:
T Q
Written by Leo LaFleur  Illustrated by Adam Oehlers

I

n the third volume in The Errand graphic novel
series, Leo La Fleur and Adam Oehlers use poetic
language and hauntingly beautiful illustrations to spin
a darkly fantastical tale in which the reader follows a
simple errand boy on a courage-testing adventure of
great magic and ever deepening peril.

12
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recently published

Also Available in T E graphic novel series

T E
You can’t remember how
you became the errand boy
of a suspected witch. You
can only remember being
desperate...To reach the
witch’s hut one must beware
of all those creatures of the
Whispering Woods. Move
faster, pick up speed.
ISBN: 9781927018156

T E: T
W   H
Do you dare to enter the
magical mansion of the
Warlock on the Hill?
Through the darkness
appears a mansion shrouded
in magic and mystery. All
of your instincts tell you to
run, but you know you must
enter and fulfill your duty…
ISBN: 9781927018231

 Adam Oehlers is an award-winning illustrator currently
working out of Norwich, England. He has exhibited
worldwide and has worked as Concept artist, Character
Designer and Writer for Animations and Computer
games. Adam has a great love of old stories and fairy tales
and aims to tell a story through every illustration.

past the caves,
www.simplyreadbooks.com

and the
howling wolves,
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board books l

new title

simply
small

by Paola Opal

Bold, bright and adorable, the Simply Small books are ideal
for little ones with growing minds. Meet all these cute
baby animals that find clever ways to solve their not-sosmall problems.

b Ages 0 to 3
24 pages
4” x 7.25”

Board Book
ISBN: 9781772290639

Rights: World
$6.95 US | $8.95 Can

b Praise for
the Simply Small Series
~ Multiple titles chosen
as Canadian Toy Testing
Council Recommended
Reads
~ Multiple titles chosen as a
Canadian Children’s Book
Centre (CCBC) Best
Books Picks and Top 10
Great Books for Children
~ Multiple books chosen
as Best Books for Kids &
Teens, Canadian Children’s
Book News
~ Rokko chosen as one of
the Top 12 Summer Reads
for Kids Under 6 by
Urban Mommies
“Just perfect for the youngest
readers.”


— ABC Best Books for Children

New Format

better suited
for tiny
hands at a
lower price

14

Cheera
Written & Illustrated by Paola Opal

I

t’s nap time, but Cheera is having so much fun chasing
butterflies. How will Cheera get some rest? Bold and
bright, the Simply Small books are perfect for little ones
with growing minds. Meet all these cute baby animals that
find clever ways to solve their not-so-small problems.
These stories are created specifically with babies and
toddlers in mind. “As I write, I try to imagine life from the
perspective of a young child. I also visualize myself reading
the story out loud to a child,” says Opal.

www.simplyreadbooks.com

l board books
Also Available in the Simply Small picture book series

Emma

9781772290479

Dotty

9781772290424

Tecka

9781772290363

Rokko

9781772290455

Perry

9781772290356

Spookie

Pippy

9781772290486

Ollie

9781772290349

Zippy

9781772290394

Totty

9781772290462

Bitsy

9781772290493

Saffy

9781772290332

d Paola Opal (her pen name) is a Dutchborn Canadian illustrator and co-author of
the Simply Small board book series. Paola has
a diploma in visual design and works as a
graphic designer in Vancouver, BC. She is
also a recipient of the Alcuin Society Award
for Excellence in Book Design for One Little Bug
(under the name Paola van Turennout).

9781772290370

www.simplyreadbooks.com
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board books l

new title
b Ages 0 to 3
32 pages
6” x 6”

Board Book
ISBN: 9781772290257

Rights: World
$7.95 US | $9.95 Can

d Matthew Porter is a
children’s book illustrator
and writer. He currently
has five books published
with Vancouver, BC
publishing house Simply
Read Books. Matthew
Porter Art is a husband and
wife duo, and Matthew is
happy working in his studio
while Andrea handles all
the administrative work.
Together they owned
Bluebottle Art Gallery and
Store from 2002-2010.

ABC
Written & Illustrated by Matthew Porter

b Praise for
Matthew Porter’s ABC
“This sturdy tome with
vintage-inspired aesthetic
does double duty as an
alphabet primer and baby’s
first lesson in style.”
— Seattle Magazine

M

atthew Porter’s ABC is an adorable alphabet
book that is full of gorgeous colours, textures,
and cute animals. It comes with funky acrylic and
ink paintings on wood, like those well-loved and
worn wooden ABC blocks we stacked up, chewed up,
kicked around, and dropped as children. This unique
children’s book is vintage, modern, and timeless.

“Porter’s stunner will
mesmerize both you and
your child with simple text
and gorgeous acrylic animal
paintings on wood grain.”
— motherrising

“I love that the paintings
allow some of the wood to
show through the paint...it
adds a little cheekiness to the
term board book.”
— The Cool Mom Picks August Newsletter
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l board books

new title
b Ages 0 to 3
24 pages
9” x 9”

Board Book
ISBN: 9781772290516

Rights: World
$9.95 US | $12.95 Can

Baby Feels
Written & Illustrated by Thalita Dol

T

halita Dol’s debut picture book, Baby Feels, is a
book about feelings, but with a twist: it shows not
only the basic feelings we usually see in similar books,
but also those that aren’t always discussed. By showing
these feelings that are very present in a baby’s daily
life, this adorable board book will help care givers
acknowledge their babies’ emotions.

www.simplyreadbooks.com

d Thalita Dol is a “carioca”
from Rio de Janeiro who
decided to make Vancouver
her home. She lives with
her husband and two
joyful puddle-jumper
daughters, and a baby will
soon join their pack. She
attended Escola de Artes
Visuais Parque Lage (EAVRJ) and the University of
Fine Arts (EBA – UFRJ),
but soon discovered she
really needed to follow
her heart and focus on her
eternal passion, children’s
illustration. She has been
loving it ever since!
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new edition
 Ages 4 to 8
44 pages
10.75” x 9”
Johnson • Atanas

Trade Cloth
ISBN: 9781772290547

My aim, my joy, my pride, is to sing the glories of my own people.
— E. Pauline Johnson

First published in 2004. New edition published in 2021.

Rights: World

Text copyright © 2004 E. Pauline Johnson

The Lost Island
E. Pauline Johnson

© 2004 Atanas Matsoureff
A search for the timeless connectionIllustrations
to the oldcopyright
world presages
a vision of the
future in the haunting story of The Lost Island from Legends of Vancouver, a
Library and Archives Canada Cataloguing in Publication
book inspired by the friendship between a Mohawk poet and a Salish chief and
Title:
The Coast
lost island
/ E. Pauline
Johnson
; illustrated
storyteller. It was the first collection of
West
legends
retold
in English
by aby Atanas.
Names:
Johnson, E.children’s
Pauline, 1861-1913,
author.
| Matsoureff, Atanas, illustrator.
native artist and has become a classic
of Canadian
and native
literature.
Set amidst the natural beauty of Vancouver,
British
Columbia,
the
detailed
Identifiers: Canadiana 20200368249 | ISBN 9781772290547 (hardcover)
watercolour illustrations by Atanas convey a spirit infused with the love of nature.

 Emily Pauline Johnson
was born in 1861 at
Chiefswood, her family
home on the Six Nations
Reserve near Brantford,
Ontario. Her father
was George Johnson, a
distinguished Mohawk
chief. She was equally
proud of her British-born
mother, Emily Howells,
and valued her dual
heritage. From 1892 until
1909, she toured Canada,
the United States, and
Britain, giving dramatic
performances of her poetry
and entertaining audiences
of all ages with the stories.
After her retirement
in 1909, she settled in
Vancouver, BC. Pauline
Johnson died in 1913 and
her ashes are buried in
Vancouver’s Stanley Park.

The Lost Island

$17.95 US | $22.95 Can

Subjects: LCSH: Pacific Coast (B.C.)—Juvenile fiction. | LCSH: Indigenous
peoples—British Columbia—
Pacific Coast—Juvenile fiction.

Classification: LCC PS8469.O283 L67 2021 | DDC jC813/.4—d
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in
a retrieval system or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic,
mechanic, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the written permission
of the publisher.
Designed by Roberto Bruzzese
Printed in South Korea

The Lost Island
“A worthy addition to any
collection of Native folklore.”
— School Library Journal

“Matsoureff’s stirring
watercolor landscape
paintings are a stunning
match for an honest story.”

Simply Read Books

 Praise for

Illustrated by Atanas

T L I
Written by E. Pauline Johnson  Illustrated by Atanas

A

search for the timeless connection to the old world
presages a vision of the future in the haunting
story of The Lost Island from Legends of Vancouver, a book
inspired by the friendship between a Mohawk poet and
a Salish chief and storyteller. It was the first collection
of West Coast legends retold in English by a native
artist and has become a classic of Canadian children’s
and native literature. Set amidst the natural beauty of
Vancouver, the detailed watercolour illustrations by
Atanas convey a spirit infused with the love of nature.
Paperback edition also available. ISBN: 9781772290875
 Atanas Matsoureff was born in Bansko, Bulgaria
in 1975. His paintings are prized for their beauty and
sensitivity in depicting the world of nature.

— Booklist
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new edition
 Ages 4 to 8
44 pages
8.5” x 10.5”

Trade Cloth
ISBN: 9781772290660

Rights: World
$17.95 US | $22.95 Can

T Y G
Written by Kathy Beliveau  Illustrated by Farida Zaman

B

eliveau, a certified yoga instructor, joins forces
with Farida Zaman to bring The Yoga Game to life.
This creative picture book invites children of all ages
to play with the words, guess the riddles and enjoy an
actual yoga practice, all while introducing the concepts
of balance, breath and focus. Entertaining rhymes,
enchanting riddles and vibrant illustrations create a
rich, multi-layered experience.

 Kathy Beliveau loves yoga,
nature, writing, and all
things that feed the soul.
She has traveled extensively,
sailed a third of the way
around the world and now
lives in a small seaside
community on Vancouver
Island, where she was raised
and where she raised her
own children. Kathy writes
for children and adults,
teaches yoga to all ages
and presents at schools,
festivals and professional
development conferences.
 Praise for
The Yoga Game
“The Yoga Game is a book that will
likely remain a favourite on
your shelves, dog-eared and
worn from years of yoga fun!”
— Jessica Robertson, co-founder
of Moksha Yoga

Paperback edition also available. ISBN: 9781897476727
 Farida Zaman is a Toronto based freelance illustrator,
author, designer, and educator. She is known for her
bright, friendly yet sophisticated and whimsical style.
Her work is often female focused with style, colour
and culture, and has been exhibited at private shows
and public galleries in New York City, New Jersey, and
Toronto. She has lived and worked in countries
across the world, bringing style and joy to many.

www.simplyreadbooks.com
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new edition
The

HENRY
BOOKS

This charming picture book series welcomes us into a world
of "delightful exaggeration," as henry's parents satisfy his
curiosity with all sorts of fantastical stories.

by Sara O’Leary &
Julie Morstad

 Ages 4 to 8
40 pages


all published
volumes now
available in
paperback

7” x 10”

Paperback

ISBN: 9781772290318

Rights: World

$8.99 US | $11.99 Can

The Henry Books
By Sara O’Leary & Julie Morstad

 Other editions
When I Was Small
Trade cloth
ISBN 9781897476383
Rights: World
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

Where You Came From
Trade cloth
ISBN 9781894965460
Rights: World
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

When You Were Small
Trade cloth
ISBN 9781894965361
Rights: World
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

Visit page 25 to find out more
about Julie Morstad's other works.

20

W I W S
Written by Sara O’Leary  Illustrated by Julie Morstad

T

he third book in the critically acclaimed,
award-winning series from powerhouse talents
Julie Morstad and Sara O’Leary is now available in
paperback! Curious little Henry has a new question
for his mother in this charming picture book. “What
was it like when you were small?” he asks. His mother
proceeds to describe her adventures to him, all about
when she was little—very little!
The hardcover edition of When I Was Small was the winner
of the 2012 Christie Harris Illustrated Children’s
Literature Prize at the BC Book Prizes, and won third
place in the Alcuin Society Book Design Awards, 2012.
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Also Available in T H B Series

 Sara O’Leary is an author,
playwright, and literary
journalist. She is the author
of the award-winning
Henry Books, as well as
several other picture books
including This is Sadie and
You Are One. She teaches
Writing for Children and
Screenwriting at Concordia
University in Montreal.

W Y W
S (VOL. 1)
Every night at bedtime
Henry and his father have
a chat. It always begins
the same way. "Dad," says
Henry. "Tell me about
when I was small." When
you were small you used
to... ISBN: 9781772290080

 Praise for
the Henry Books

W Y C
F (VOL. 2)
Curious little Henry has
a new question for his
parents: "Where did I
come from?" His parents,
trying to remember, come
up with many hilarious,
imaginative answers.

“Morstad’s charming line
illustrations fit so nicely in with
O’Leary’s text that I truly cannot
imagine a better pairing.”
— Can't Stop Reading
skooB daeR ylpmiS

ISBN: 9781772290165

 Julie Morstad is known for her surreal, whimsical work.
Her books have garnered many accolades, including the
Elizabeth Mrazik-Cleaver Picture Book Award, Marilyn
Baillie Picture Book Award, and the Christie Harris
Illustrated Children’s Literature Prize at the BC and Yukon
L L A M S S AW I N E H W
Book Prizes. They have been shortlisted for numerous
YR A E L ’ O A R A S
awards, such as the Governor General’s Literary Award
for Children’s Illustration and the Chocolate Lily Award
yb snoitartsulli htiw
(Picture Book Category). She lives in Vancouver, Canada.
D AT S R O M E I L U J

www.simplyreadbooks.com
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9” x 10.75”

the

magic
beads

Susin Nielsen-Fernlund
Geneviève Côté

 Ages 5 to 9
32 pages
Simply Read Books

Paperback
ISBN: 9781927018866

Rights: World

 Praise for
The Magic Beads
~ Best of the Year, Resource
Links, 2007
~ Chosen as a Canadian
Children’s Book Centre
(CCBC) Best Books or
Kids and Teens pick
“A story that’s both
heartbreaking and hopeful.”
— Library Thing

“This storybook, The Magic
Beads, provides a context for
discussion with youngsters
about sensitive issues in a
non-threatening way.”
— CM Magazine
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Simply Read Books

 Susin Nielsen-Fernlund got
her start writing for the hit
TV series Degrassi Junior
High, and went on to write
for over twenty Canadian
shows before turning her
hand to novel writing.
She is the author of five
critically-acclaimed and
award-winning titles, and
lives in Vancouver, BC. The
Magic Beads was Susin’s third
children’s book, following
the Mr. Christie’s Silver
award-winner, Hank and
Fergus, and Mormor Moves In.

the magic beads

$8.99 US | $11.99 Can

Written by Susin Nielsen-Fernlund
with illustrations by Geneviève Côté

T M B
Written by Susin Nielsen-Fernlund  Illustrated by Geneviève Côté

I

t’s 7 year-old Lillian’s first day at a new school,
and she’s got butterflies in her tummy. When she
learns she has to bring something for Show and
Tell at the end of the week, her butterflies turn into
grasshoppers. Lillian and her mother have just moved
away from Lillian’s abusive father and into a family
shelter, leaving behind all of their possessions. Every
day that Lillian anxiously watches her classmates bring
toys in to share, the creatures in her stomach change
and grown, until finally, she realizes that imagination
can make anything magical––even an ordinary string
of beads.
 Geneviève Côté has illustrated a number of books for
children of all ages, and is also the author-illustrator
of many books of her own. Her work has earned her
several awards, including the Marilyn Baillie Picture
Book Award in 2012 and the Governor General’s
Literary Award for Illustration in 2007. Geneviève lives
in Montreal, Quebec, and although she doesn’t have any
pets, she feeds her neighbors’ cats secretly.
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recently published
 Ages 4 to 8
40 pages
9” x 9”

Trade Cloth
ISBN: 9781772290288

Rights: World
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

GLUE HERE

M. B 
  

2018-10-25 6:13 PM

Written & Illustrated by Joelle Gebhardt

A

simple walk in the park becomes a grand
adventure for Mr. Buttonman in this wordless
picture book featuring the embroidered illustrations
of Joelle Gebhardt. Gebhardt uses bright fabrics and
buttons to tell the lighthearted story of a day in the
life of Mr. Buttonman, who is picked up during his
morning walk by a woman who wants to add him to
her button collection, in a jar on her craft table. Will
he be able to escape?

www.simplyreadbooks.com

 Joelle Gebhardt is a
Canadian illustrator living
in Berlin, Germany.
She holds a Bachelor of
Fine Arts with a focus in
illustration from Emily
Carr University and is a
member of the Society
of Children’s Book
Writers and Illustrators.
Her illustrations are
colourful and playful,
combining various fabrics,
embroidery, drawing and
buttons. Mr. Buttonman and
the Great Escape is Joelle’s first
children’s picture book, for
which she received a Merit
Award in 3×3 Magazine
Annual Illustrators Show.
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picture books l

recently published
b Ages 3 to 7
32 pages
12.25” x 6.25”

Trade cloth
ISBN 9781927018897

Rights: World
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

b Praise for
One Winter Night
“Exquisite...on page
after stunning page of
poetry and accompanying
illustrations, the mice
encounter other denizens
of the winter night.”

special edition:
One Winter Night

— Globe & Mail

b Also available from
Jennifer Lloyd:
The Best Thing About
Kindergarten
Illustrated by Qin Leng
Trade cloth
ISBN 9781897476826
Rights: World
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can
Taffy Time
Illustrated by Jacqui Lee
Trade cloth
ISBN 9781927018620
Rights: World
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can
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Written by Jennifer Lloyd c Illustrated by Lynn Ray

N

ow available in a new large-format special
edition! One winter night, out of their nest, ten
little grey mice climb onto the ice. One by one, they
run back to the house, each scared off by a new animal
that comes by—until the last one finds itself far down
the ice and has to hurry back, past each of the ten
animals. Hurry, hurry! Scurry scurry!
The original edition of One Winter Night (Simply Read
Books, 2007) earned an Honorable Mention at the
Alcuin Society Awards for Excellence in Book Design.

Ella’s Umbrellas
Now in paper!
Visit page 30 for details

d Jennifer Lloyd is the author of several children’s
picture books and the Murilla Gorilla series of early
readers. When she is not at her writing desk, she works
as a kindergarten teacher in Blainville, Québec.
Visit pages 24 & 30 for more of her books.

Looking for Loons
Now in paper!
Visit page 30 for details

d Lynn Ray is an artist living in North Vancouver, BC.
In 2001, she received formal training at the Lorenzo de
Medici Art Institute in Florence, Italy. 3 years later she
was accepted into the IDEA design program at Capilano
University and ultimately pursued her painting career
through self directed study and experimentation.
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selected backlist

Today

Written & Illustrated by Julie Morstad
ISBN 9781927018682
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

How To

Written & Illustrated by Julie Morstad
ISBN 9781772290202
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

An exquisite, modern take on classic ‘everything’ books. In Today, the simplest moment
has the potential to become extraordinary,
from getting dressed, to having breakfast, to
choosing ways to go. Every day is full of endless
possibilities—especially today!

This imaginative ‘how to’ book explores
whimsical ways of doing a host of different
tasks, including ‘how to wonder’, ‘how to see
the breeze’, and ‘how to be brave’. With text
and images by award-winning illustrator Julie
Morstad, this book will be beloved by all ages.

Singing
Away the Dark
Written by Caroline Woodward
Illustrated by Julie Morstad
ISBN 9781772290196
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

The Swing

Written by Robert Louis Stevenson
Illustrated by Julie Morstad
ISBN 9781897476482
$8.95 US | $11.95 Can

On a dark winter’s morning a little girl has to
trudge a mile to catch the school bus. Will she
be able to sing her way through the shadows?
Lilting rhyming text and stunning paintings
herald an era when singing away the dark was
part of a child’s rural school-going routine.

“How do you like to go up in a swing?”
Delightful images bring to life Robert Louis
Stevenson’s classic poem The Swing. Share this
gorgeous board book with your baby or toddler
and revel in the magical images and words.

www.simplyreadbooks.com
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selected backlist

Sean Awesome:
A Mission at Night
Written by Ms. Yellow
Illustrated by Mr. Wide
ISBN 9781772290325
$15.95 US | $20.95 Can

Sean Awesome:
The Dog Next Door
Written by Ms. Yellow
Illustrated by Mr. Wide
ISBN 9781772290295
$15.95 US | $20.95 Can

Sean Awesome is scared to sleep by himself, so
he comes up with a plan to sleep in mommy’s
room instead. His mission at night begins… A
tablecloth becomes an invisibility cloak, while
sunglasses and a moustache transform Sean
into a secret agent. An empowering journey of
finding courage through fun and creativity!

Next up in the Sean Awesome series, a new dog
moves in next door. Sean is determined to
make friends with the dog, but this new neighbour doesn’t seem very friendly. Through a
fun, accessible story, children will learn the
importance of getting to know people and understanding that not everyone is the same.

Searching for Sleep
Written by Pierrette Dubé
Illustrated by Geneviève Godbout
ISBN 9781772290219
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

My Best Friend
Written by Gilles Tibo
Illustrated by Janice Nadeau
ISBN 9781772290295
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

A mysterious shadow walks the corridors. It
goes from room to room, and sometimes leaves
with someone in its arms, taking them to the
land of dreams. Until one day a patient at the
hospital speaks to the shadow, offering it a
drink of water. So begins a great friendship between an unlikely pair: a little boy, and Death.
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A little bear cub is sure that sleep must be hiding from him. He searches under his sibling’s
beds, but doesn’t find it there. It isn’t flattened
under the rug, or hidden under the sheets
either. Where could it be? Searching for Sleep was
published in the original french as Où s’est caché
le sommeil? (Éditions Les 400 coups, 2012).
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selected backlist

Dragons Love Art
Written & Illustrated by Stephen Parlato
ISBN 9781772290417
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

Shooting Star Rider
Written by Nayoung Jin
Illustrated by Geneviève Côté
ISBN 9781772290202
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

It should come as no great surprise that Dragons Love Art. After all, art is where Dragons
first got their start. With dragons as a guide,
this visually compelling book offers a fresh approach to exciting and engaging the very young
with the art of the past, while inspiring them to
create a new art of their own.

“Make Granda well,” Elinor wishes. But when
she receives a postcard from a shooting star
telling her not to wait for miracles anymore,
Elinor sets out to change the shooting stars’
minds, embarking on an adventure that leads
her to the far reaches of outer space.

What Shall We Do?
Written & Illustrated by Sua Hyeon
ISBN 9781927018873
$15.95 US | $20.95 Can

Thumbelina

A Hans Christian Andersen story,
retold by Elizabeth James
Illustrated by Kelly Vivanco
ISBN 9781927018736
$17.95 US | $22.95 Can

The bears have a problem. Their cub won’t...
You know...Fart!
What if his belly swells up with gas? Will he
float away? Will he explode!? Find out in this
hilarious book in which parents watch their
ever-worsening worries become real.

Thumbelina is as pretty and delicate as the
flower she was born in, and no bigger than her
mother’s thumb. She grows older, but no taller
in their happy home until she awakens one
morning to a terrible surprise: an ugly mother
toad has kidnapped her and wants Thumbelina
to marry her even more awful toad son.

www.simplyreadbooks.com
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selected backlist

Mo and Beau

Written & Illustrated by Vanya Nastanlieva
ISBN 9781927018637
$15.95 US | $17.95 Can

When I Was
a Dinosaur

Written & Illustrated by Tatsuhide Matsuoka
ISBN 9781927018880
$16.95 US | $21.95 Can

Little mouse Mo wants to play. But big bear
Beau is tired, and getting ready for sleep.
Luckily Mo finds the perfect way to have fun:
by copying Beau! Stretching, yawning, bristling
his fur—Mo copies it all, until he too is ready
for a nap. Meet these two adorable characters
in this perfect bedtime book.

When a little boy gets a dinosaur costume for
his birthday, it opens up a whole world of
imagination. An amazing, prehistoric world,
full of friendly Iguanadons and dangerous
Tyrannosauruses, and most of all—adventure.

The Storybook
Prince

Written & Illustrated by Doug Keith
ISBN 9781927018750
$17.95 US | $22.95 Can

Where The Heart Is
Written & Illustrated by Satoe Tone
ISBN 781772290066
$15.95 US | $20.95 Can

A young prince loves to read storybooks and
share them with the many friends that come to
visit him at the castle. The dragon loves stories
about witches, and the witch loves stories about
trolls. But what story is the prince’s favorite?
Die-cuts throughout this book let readers peek
into each tale the prince reads to his friends.
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On an evening walk along the banks of a lake,
two cats spot mysterious lights shining in the
water. The black cat wants to gift one of those
lights to the white cat, but can’t seem to grasp
them! Can the white cat help to show him that
the perfect gift isn’t important, when his efforts
have already captured her heart?
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recent paperbacks

Parlato

N A

Written & Illustrated by Vanya Nastanlieva
ISBN 9781772290097
$8.99 US | $11.99 C
T

world that

The

Loved Books

here once was

a world where everyone

THE

loved books, even the
to read so much that when

they read their books, they

WORLD THAT LOVED BOOKS

animals. Everyone loved

T W 
L B
became what they read.

When they closed their
books they became

Written & Illustrated by Stephen Parlato
ISBN 9781772290127
$8.99 US | $11.99 C
themselves again…
only smarter.

Step h en Parlato

www.simplyreadbooks.com

When you are little hedgehog, even a few weeks
old, you must find your own place to live.
Little Sam set off to find his and quickly does—
in a lovely tree in a nice forest. There’s only
one important thing missing: friends. Will the
others welcome him?

SIMPLY READ BOOKS

$8.99 U.S. / Higher in Canada

In a world where all creatures read, marvelous transformations occur. Cats reading about
mice become mice. Horses reading about fish
become fish. Even a rhinoceros can become a
butterfly. This uniquely illustrated fable shows
that books can change us in unexpected ways.

W

Written & Illustrated by Michael Moniz
ISBN 9781772290172
$8.99 US | $11.99 C

G I
A

Written by Bronwyn Preece
Illustrated by Alex Walton
ISBN 9781772290110
$8.99 US | $11.99 C

Wazzyjump is a magical rabbit, but no one
knows what his magic is. Lion, ruler of all
the beasts, wants to steal Wazzyjump’s magic
for himself. And so does tricky Fox. But these
rivals are about to learn an important lesson
from the little rabbit, for Wazzyjump has a special magic that can be had but cannot be stolen.

Gulf Islands Alphabet flows from letter to letter,
island to island, blending the charms, natural
beauty, and character of this unique corner of
the world. The inviting language and compelling illustrations take children and adults alike
on an island-hopping journey through the
south-western corner of British Columbia.

www.simplyreadbooks.com
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recent paperbacks

Red Shoes

Written by Eleri Glass
Illustrated by Ashley Spires
ISBN 9781927018859
$8.99 US | $11.99 Can

Ella’s Umbrellas
Written by Jennifer Llloyd
Illustrated by Ashley Spires
ISBN 9781772290103
$8.99 US | $11.99 Can

All of the shoes in the store are plain and dull
except for one pair: the apple red shoes, just
waiting to be picked. The little girl knows they
are perfect, but can she convince her mom?
This cheerful tale is matched with charming illustrations depicting the fashions of the 1960s.

Ella has every umbrella under the rainbow,
from aquamarine to jellybean green. Theyfill up the entire house. Aunt Stella from
Kathmandu is coming to visit and Ella's mom
demands that Ella get rid of her umbrellas. But
Ella wants to keep her precious possessions.

Looking for Loons

chapter
book

Written by Jennifer Lloyd
Illustrated by Kirsti Anne Wakelin
ISBN 9781772290158
$8.99 US | $11.99 Can

The Whalesmaster
Written by Michael Moniz
ISBN 9781927018798
$9.95 US | $11.95 Can

Just after sunrise a boy ventures to the front
porch of his family cottage to scan the misty
lake with an old pair of binoculars. He is
looking for loons. As he waits, his other
pajama-wearing family members join him, and
together they experience the fascinating sights
and sounds of nature.
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In this tale inspired by Moby Dick, one harpooner and one boy must face the rigors of life
on a whaling vessel, hunting the largest thing
that has ever lived: the leviathan. As the boy’s
respect for both the whaler and the whales
grows, he becomes tormented by visions and
memories he doesn’t understand.
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